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Aegis Capital is pleased to announce the hiring of Brian Garcia formerly with Oppenheimer as
a Managing Director of Municipal Finance.
New York, NY April 29, 2014 Aegis Capital is pleased to announce the hiring of Brian Garcia as
a Managing Director of Municipal Finance. Mr. Garcia was formerly with Oppenheimer as a
Director in their Municipal Public Finance / Capital Markets department. Prior to Oppenheimer, Brian
was with Piper Jaffray, RBC and Citigroup, where he worked in the Public Finance departments. Over
his 10+ year career, Mr. Garcia has worked with local municipalities, both large and small, across the
country on over 300 financings for more than $10 billion in paramount. Brian has significant experience
working with lawyers, financial advisors, rating agencies and investors on live debt offerings.
Brian received his B.A. in Economics from Harvard University Cambridge, MA in 2004.

Robert Eide CEO Commented; “Brian’s addition increases our ability to execute in the Muni
space”. “We are excited he chose Aegis Capital for the next phase of his career”. “This
addition will continue to allow Aegis to bring quality services to the marketplace”.
Phil Michals of Business Development Commented; “We are pleased that Brian has joined
Aegis Capital as we continue to grow our Municipal Financings”. “We see our opportunities in
this market place growing and Brian being a key to supporting our efforts”.
About Aegis- Aegis Capital has been in business for the past 30 years and maintains a conflict free
service platform catering to the needs of private clients, institutions and corporations. Aegis
Capital Corporation was founded in 1984 by, the current CEO and Chairman. Aegis origins were
based on servicing the specific needs of an affluent customer base. Today, we have become a
premiere full-service investment banking firm with fourteen locations and employees stretching
from Florida to Rochester, NY. We have clients in all 50 states and overseas. Aegis has been able to
bring quality service through its clearing relationships with RBC and APEX.
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